Always focus
on efficient
client service.

With streamlined
cross-border
payments.

Help drive operational improvements in your payments
process, whether you require a transformation project
or a bespoke solution.

Transform your
international payments

With 30 years’ experience partnering with over 700 law firms worldwide, we’re experts in streamlining
firms’ domestic and cross-border payments.
As a trusted partner to the legal industry, our payments expertise includes servicing law firms
to help with payments regarding intellectual property, immigration, mergers and acquisitions,
settlements, foreign associates’ payroll and payments, partner draws and foreign office funding.
With dedicated client managers well versed in legal industry trends, we’ll partner with you to
design a solution through your transformation projects or as a bespoke delivery project, helping
drive operational improvements in your payments ecosystem.

Simplify complicated
payment processes

Labour intensive payment processes may impact your ability to efficiently service clients and
pay foreign associates. Help simplify your processes with the WU® GlobalPay for Legal platform.
When a bank transfer isn’t convenient, you can leverage our global footprint to make local
currency payments in cash at approximately 300k WU® Agent locations.
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Integrate your Law Practice
Management Software (PMS) or
ERP with our online platform.
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Deliver automated beneficiary
notification and invoice validation.
Streamline processes with end-to-end
invoice flow from incoming receivables,
through to outgoing payments, and
administration management.
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Capture, submit, pay and track
invoices in one online platform.
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Robust internal controls with
bespoke user rights and reporting.
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Increase efficiency by enabling vendors
to self-service bank detail updates and
track payments progress.

Global reach

Our extensive in-country banking relationships can enable transfers to be treated as local currency
transactions and help you efficiently manage international payments with confidence. As you
may not need to maintain foreign bank accounts, your firm’s expenses may be reduced, and you
could benefit from potentially lower wire transfer charges.

Trade in 130+
International
currencies

200 countries
and territories

60+ global
banking partners

500+
global bank
accounts
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Your payments are
in good company

With $1 billion invested in compliance over 5 years*, we’re confident in our ability to help you
navigate complex markets.

Trusted by over 700 law firms
around the globe to reliably
manage their payments.

Compliance programs and technological
solutions to help detect, deter and report
illicit activity.

Proactive regulatory engagement
and compliance frameworks designed
around industry standards.

Dedicated in-country teams focused
on local compliance requirements and
sanctioned country regulations.

Streamlined client billing

Future Payments can help your firm streamline client billing for foreign associates and vendors
invoices. Manage exchange rate fluctuations by securing a fixed exchange rate and billing
clients a fixed UK pound cost.

This helps you forecast future expenses in UK pounds, and minimise the need to re-bill clients or
absorb costs due to exchange rate fluctuations.
It’s important to note, when you enter a Future Payment you are locking in a fixed rate for the
invoice and will be required to pay in full, even if the market moves in your favour. Cancellations
may result in losses (or gains) based on market movement.

For more information on the product features and conditions, please contact one of our global
payments experts.
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*

Sourced from Western Unions 2018 Environmental, Social and Governance report
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Credit notes
Impacts to your cash flow can be reduced by processing credit notes
using our online payments platform. Receive immediate valuation for
a note which can be factored into the billing or kept on hold to apply
to a future invoice for the same foreign associate.

Flexible solutions
to meet your needs
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Help increase efficiencies with
electronic payroll and T&E
reimbursements processing.

Streamline checks and costly wire
transactions through electronic ACH
(Automated Clearing House) payments.

Ensure your payee receives the
full amount by sending local
currency through our Domestic
ACH solution.

Help manage your firm’s
exposure to currency risk by
utilising our hedging services.

Work with a
trusted partner
to help drive
payments
excellence for
you and your
clients.
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Talk to a legal
global payments expert.
Tel: 0800 096 1229
Email: legalsolutions@westernunion.com
Web: business.westernunion.co.uk/legal
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